
Illuminate the Trail

Textures

The heat melts my wings
They are not mine
I haven't earned them yet
This fantasy still lives
Virtues come to mind

They are forsaken
The only thing that matters is
Reflection of choices made under stress
Saying sorry only mends a broken pride

Taking actions is the only way
That we can win this fight
Cause and reaction as primary fuel for curiosity
As there is no final question
And no final answer
Doubt but do not fear

And you will find truth
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder
But it might not be as you've always imagined
Do not be afraid
Always question everything

Empirically revoke impossibilities and embrace

Go find the answers
Let me clarify that
Knowledge comes from questions

Illuminate the trail

For generations to come

lift the obstructing veil
create transparent vision
eliminate the boundaries
imagine the unimaginable
and broaden the horizon

always question everything
for these are true revelations
and this is the time for change
our pathetic excuse for a civilization needs this
just one enlightening thought
amongst billions can make a difference
the past is evidence for not this fact alone

Our secluded procreation
Fails to see
What is in front of their magnified eyes
As knowledge floods humanity
While leaving our common sense behind
So let evidence guide you

And feel the weight being lifted
off your shoulders



Breathe freely
Making it easy to keep
An open mind
One enlightening thought
Is all it takes to move forward
And leave the cloud of unknowing behind

And you will find truth
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder
But it might not be as you've always imagined
Do not be afraid

Always question everything
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